
Enrichment 3-4    

Exercise 1. 

 

Five Big Valentines 

Five big valentines from the corner drug store 

I mailed one to a friend – then there were four 

Four big valentines, lovely ones to see 

I mailed one to my Mommy – then there were three 

Three big valentines – red, shiny, and new 

I mailed one to my Daddy – then there were two 

Two big valentines, the best is yet to come 

I mailed one to Grandma – Then there was one 

One big valentine, the giving is almost done 

I mailed it to Grandpa – and now there is none 

 

Exercise 2.  

Astrid has a flower in her LEFT hand, and a basket in the RIGHT hand. Lucas has a flag in his RIGHT 

hand and a pail in his LEFT hand. Help Lucas and Astrid to get what belong to them by drawing lines 

from objects to kids hands. 

 

 

 

 

 



Exercise 3. 

 Create preposition sentences using the words: on, under, in front of, behind, above or next to 

 

 

Color the toy pyramid that is inside the box in RED, behind the box in GREEN, in front of the box in 

BLUE and next to the box in YELLOW (Bonus if you child can identify toy pyramid to the RIGHT of the 

box)  

 

 



Exercise 4. Count the number of stars inside each ball. Name the numbers that you recognize in order. 

Can you name the numbers in the backwards order? 

 



Can you color the balls on the previous page in such way that they match to these balls. 

 

  

 

 

 

 



Exercise 5. 

What comes next? Cut put all the balls and figure out which ball comes next in the pattern 

 

 

 



Exercise 6. 

Cut out the pictures. First day, you read a story to your child and please be creative: use adjectives 

and add on a story, show your child sequence of story pictures. Next day, ask your child to arrange the 

pictures in order. Every day, ask your child to add on a few extra words.:  Prompt your child with 

questions. Describing the emotions, the looks, why is he doing that? Relate pictures to your child’s 

everyday experience. Help to learn new vocabulary. 

 

 



Exercise 7.  Trace the rain drops and umbrella lines. Can you figure out directions?(to the LEFT? To the 

RIGHT 

 

  

 

 

 


